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hospital's security team recently determined its network was breached and patient data was accessed by an external entity. The Chief

Information Security Officer (CISO) of the hospital approaches the executive management team with this information, reports the

vulnerability that led to the breach has already been remediated, and explains the team is continuing to follow the appropriate

incident response plan. The executive team is concerned about the hospital's brand reputation and asks the CISO when the incident

should be disclosed to the affected patients. Which of the following is the MOST appropriate response?A.    When it is mandated by

their legal and regulatory requirementsB.    As soon as possible in the interest of the patientsC.    As soon as the public relations

department is ready to be interviewedD.    When all steps related to the incident response plan are completedE.    Upon the approval

of the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to release information to the publicAnswer: AQUESTION 13A penetration tester is

conducting an assessment on Comptia.org and runs the following command from a coffee shop while connected to the public

Internet:  Which of the following should the penetration tester conclude about the command output?A.    The public/private views on

the Comptia.org DNS servers are misconfiguredB.    Comptia.org is running an older mail server, which may be vulnerable to

exploitsC.    The DNS SPF records have not been updated for Comptia.orgD.    192.168.102.67 is a backup mail server that may be

more vulnerable to attackAnswer: BQUESTION 14An organization has employed the services of an auditing firm to perform a gap

assessment in preparation for an upcoming audit. As part of the gap assessment, the auditor supporting the assessment recommends

the organization engage with other industry partners to share information about emerging attacks to organizations in the industry in

which the organization functions. Which of the following types of information could be drawn from such participation?A.    Threat

modelingB.    Risk assessmentC.    Vulnerability dataD.    Threat intelligenceE.    Risk metricsF.    Exploit frameworksAnswer:

FQUESTION 15A business is growing and starting to branch out into other locations. In anticipation of opening an office in a

different country, the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) and legal team agree they need to meet the following criteria

regarding data to open the new office:  Store taxation-related documents for five years  Store customer addresses in an encrypted

format  Destroy customer information after one year  Keep data only in the customer's home countryWhich of the following should

the CISO implement to BEST meet these requirements? (Choose three.)A.    Capacity planning policyB.    Data retention policyC.   

Data classification standardD.    Legal compliance policyE.    Data sovereignty policyF.    Backup policyG.    Acceptable use policy

H.    Encryption standardAnswer: BCHQUESTION 16An engineer is evaluating the control profile to assign to a system containing

PII, financial, and proprietary data.  Based on the data classification table above, which of the following BEST describes the overall

classification?A.    High confidentiality, high availabilityB.    High confidentiality, medium availabilityC.    Low availability, low

confidentialityD.    High integrity, low availabilityAnswer: BQUESTION 17An engineer is assisting with the design of a new

virtualized environment that will house critical company services and reduce the datacenter's physical footprint. The company has

expressed concern about the integrity of operating systems and wants to ensure a vulnerability exploited in one datacenter segment

would not lead to the compromise of all others. Which of the following design objectives should the engineer complete to BEST

mitigate the company's concerns? (Choose two.)A.    Deploy virtual desktop infrastructure with an OOB management networkB.   

Employ the use of vTPM with boot attestationC.    Leverage separate physical hardware for sensitive services and dataD.    Use a

community CSP with independently managed security servicesE.    Deploy to a private cloud with hosted hypervisors on each

physical machineAnswer: ACQUESTION 18The code snippet below controls all electronic door locks to a secure facility in which

the doors should only fail open in an emergency. In the code, "criticalValue" indicates if an emergency is underway:  Which of the

following is the BEST course of action for a security analyst to recommend to the software developer?A.    Rewrite the software to

implement fine-grained, conditions-based testingB.    Add additional exception handling logic to the main program to prevent doors

from being openedC.    Apply for a life-safety-based risk exception allowing secure doors to fail openD.    Rewrite the software's

exception handling routine to fail in a secure stateAnswer: BQUESTION 19A security controls assessor intends to perform a holistic

configuration compliance test of networked assets. The assessor has been handed a package of definitions provided in XML format,

and many of the files have two common tags within them: "<object object_ref=... />" and "<state state_ref=... />". Which of the

following tools BEST supports the use of these definitions?A.    HTTP interceptorB.    Static code analyzerC.    SCAP scannerD.   

XML fuzzerAnswer: DQUESTION 20Two competing companies experienced similar attacks on their networks from various threat
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actors. To improve response times, the companies wish to share some threat intelligence about the sources and methods of attack.

Which of the following business documents would be BEST to document this engagement?A.    Business partnership agreementB.   

Memorandum of understandingC.    Service-level agreementD.    Interconnection security agreementAnswer: DQUESTION 21An

engineer maintains a corporate-owned mobility infrastructure, and the organization requires that all web browsing using

corporate-owned resources be monitored. Which of the following would allow the organization to meet its requirement? (Choose

two.)A.    Exempt mobile devices from the requirement, as this will lead to privacy violationsB.    Configure the devices to use an

always-on IPSec VPNC.    Configure all management traffic to be tunneled into the enterprise via TLSD.    Implement a VDI

solution and deploy supporting client apps to devicesE.    Restrict application permissions to establish only HTTPS connections

outside of the enterprise boundaryAnswer: BEQUESTION 22A security analyst is reviewing the corporate MDM settings and

notices some disabled settings, which consequently permit users to download programs from untrusted developers and manually

install them. After some conversations, it is confirmed that these settings were disabled to support the internal development of

mobile applications. The security analyst is now recommending that developers and testers have a separate device profile allowing

this, and that the rest of the organization's users do not have the ability to manually download and install untrusted applications.

Which of the following settings should be toggled to achieve the goal? (Choose two.)A.    OTA updatesB.    Remote wipingC.    Side

loadingD.    SandboxingE.    ContainerizationF.    Signed applicationsAnswer: EF!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest CAS-003
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